[Molecular analysis and prenatal diagnosis of beta-thalassemia: about our experience in central Tunisia].
Beta-thalassemia, by its high frequency and its heterogeneity, constitutes a real problem of health in Tunisia. Prenatal diagnosis by DNA analysis represents the only reality for couples at risk. The denaturant gradient (urea and formamide) on polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis has been performed in our laboratory, using psoralen as chemical clamps. This method is simple, reliable, safe, rapid, without radioactivity and has a reasonable cost (chemical clamps). Even if it needs an informatic modelization in other laboratories, this method seems to be adapted to our economic and work conditions and to the molecular heterogeneity of the Tunisian beta-thalassemia. We present the results of an epidemiological molecular study on 75 patients with beta-thalassemia and the results of ten prenatal diagnosis. The molecular lesions codon 39 (C-T) and IVS1 nt2 (T-G) are the most frequent in our study. This technical approach provides genetic counselling for at risk families by offering prenatal diagnosis (reducing as possible the cost and the delay of the result) after prealable family study and identification of the mutation(s).